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The information organizations choose to disclose is a strategic consideration. The ‘‘success’’ of

strategic disclosure is contingent in turn on the target audience’s values and preferences. The

disclosure of and reaction to organizational information thus involves a strategic interaction

between the producer and consumer of the information, yet prior communication research

has focused on only one side or the other of this equation. In response, we examine

organization�public interactions in a domain with key, measurable outcomes*the

charitable donations marketplace*and propose a game-theoretic explanation of organiza-

tional disclosures and individual donations. The study specifically emphasizes two core donor

preferences*the desire for impact and the desire for publicity*with donors choosing

between organizations based on how well the organization satisfies these preferences.

Organizations’ optimal level of disclosure, in turn, depends on their own ‘‘type’’ and the types

of donors they attract. This study recommends organizations think of their disclosure and

efficiency-related decisions as conveying valuable, yet distinct, information to two ideal-types

of prospective donors: the impact maximizer and the publicity maximizer. Mapping and

targeting the ‘‘right’’ mix of donors is a key managerial decision that ultimately impacts both

the organization’s financial outcomes and donors’ satisfaction with the donation experience.
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Information disclosure is a communication tool that individuals and organizations

alike employ to influence decision making. This is keenly evident in the market for

charitable contributions, where nonprofit organizations try to sway potential donors

through the strategic release of financial, performance, and fundraising-related data

intended to not only boost accountability and public trust but also attract greater

donations (Gandı́a, 2011; Saxton & Guo, 2011). To better comprehend such processes

involving both the determinants and behavioral outcomes of communication

decisions, we need a theoretical approach that integrates the strategic, interactive

nature of decision making undertaken by both producers and consumers of

information.

Communication studies to date have generally focused exclusively on either the

source or the receiver of this communication process. To remedy this, we propose a

game-theoretic explanation of disclosure�donation interactions. Such an approach

explicitly incorporates the decision making undertaken by both the donor and the

discloser in the fundraising arena. Our model also recognizes that payoffs associated

with strategically disclosed fundraising information are contingent on individual

donors’ values and preferences: Donors react differently based on the extent to which

they are motivated by altruism, vested interests, fairness, social impact, publicity-

seeking, or the ‘‘warm glow’’ from donating (e.g., Anker, Feeley, & Kim, 2010;

Bergstrom, Blume, & Varian, 1986; Sargeant, 2001). By incorporating multiple forms

of donor utility (satisfaction), the model strives to explain the communicative and

prosocial outcomes generated by donor�organization interactions using a realistic

range of organizational and donor objectives.

To facilitate the presentation of the model, in the next section we present some

brief background information on the market for charitable contributions, concen-

trating on the role of disclosure. We then review the relevant literature on

organizational disclosure and the drivers of individual donations before presenting

a summary of our game theory method and analysis plan. The presentation of our

game theory model and solution follows. We then analyze how optimal levels of

donations and disclosure are influenced by changes in each of the key variables, and

discuss the testable propositions generated by the theoretical model. Last, given our

belief that the model we develop has applications for organizational and interpersonal

communication scholars interested in the interplay of communication and behavior,

we end with a discussion of the larger theoretical implications as well as concrete

practical applications of our study.

Background: Information in the Market for Charitable Contributions

Though they go by many names*including not-for-profits, charities, and non-

governmental organizations (NGOs)*nonprofit organizations throughout the world

have three things in common: (1) they are voluntary and self-governing, (2) they

must not distribute profits, and (3) they serve the public as well as the common goals

of their members (for an overview, see Lewis, 2005). In democratic countries such as

the United States, nonprofits play a vital role in sustaining civil society by delivering
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much-needed services and programs in areas such as education, the arts, sports, the

environment, humanitarian aid, and health care. This work depends heavily on

donations from private citizens and corporations; in the United States alone, annual

donations total roughly $300 billion (Blackwood, Wing, & Pollak, 2008). Donations

are a vital revenue source, and the competition can be intense.

In many ways, it is thus reasonable to refer to the nonprofit sector as a ‘‘market,’’ with

organizations competing to raise funds by securing ‘‘investors’’ who help the

organization meet its social mission by making a donation. In fact, the marketization

of the charitable sector has intensified over the past two decades, as governmental,

private, and corporate contributors have all come to emphasize accountability, return

on investment, and verifiable results over good intentions (e.g., Behn, 2005). Over the

same period, the diffusion of Web sites, blogs, and social media has turned the Web into

a crucial informational channel (Kent, Taylor, & White, 2003; Lovejoy & Saxton, 2012;

Saxton & Guo, 2011), to which most prospective donors can turn for information on

the organization’s efficiency, effectiveness, fundraising activities, and governance.

Both trends have increased donors’ demand for information and, in the process,

rendered organizational disclosure even more important. Not only does the direct

provision of information help organizations better inform prospective donors but, in

the aggregate, by mitigating the considerable information asymmetries that exist

between donor and charity (e.g., Gordon, Knock, & Neely, 2009), disclosures help

create a more efficient market. Disclosure is hence increasingly seen as a vital

financial reporting, accountability, and governance tool (e.g., Saxton & Guo, 2011).

Example: Aftermath of 2011 Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

A brief example will shed light on the nature of the charitable contributions market

and introduce our theoretical ‘‘problem.’’ Specifically, let us consider the humanitar-

ian response to the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan. Reflecting the

market transformations noted earlier, the Web served as a powerful donations tool as

well as a vehicle for rapid information aggregation and dissemination. Total

donations were substantial: in the first 5 days, the American Red Cross alone had

received $34 million to support its relief efforts (Strom, 2011). Given the amount of

donations made and the scale of the rebuilding efforts, donors should get what they

think they are ‘‘paying’’ for.

The Donor’s Problem. The prospective donor seeks to make a contribution to support

the tsunami-relief efforts. Numerous charities were soliciting donations for relief

services*the Red Cross, Oxfam, Mercy Corps, Project HOPE, Americares,

Samaritan’s Purse, Kiwanis International, Doctors Without Borders, Lion’s Club

International, and many others*so the fundamental question for the donor is, ‘‘How

can I decide where to send my money, and how much should I give?’’ The typical

donor has a clear aim to maximize the humanitarian impact from his or her

donation, and most donors would also appreciate some recognition acknowledging

that support (Sargeant, 2001). The question is, given the substantial asymmetry of
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information between the charity and the donor concerning each organization’s

relative effectiveness, how can the donor choose?

The Nonprofit’s Problem. An organization can differentiate itself through disclosure.

By selectively disclosing information regarding fundraising activities, stakeholder

relations, internal actions, and social and financial performance, an organization can

gain market share and boost charitable contributions (Weisbrod & Dominguez,

1986). However, too much disclosure may result in ‘‘information overload’’ and

alienate donors and other stakeholders. Moreover, poorly governed organizations will

not do well by disclosing, and any organization could mistakenly release materials*
such as a list of donors or insights into organizational strategy*that become valuable

to competitors (Healy & Palepu, 2001). Deciding how much to disclose is thus a key

managerial decision.

Disclosure and Donations in the Literature

The example in the previous section highlights the strategic considerations of two key

actors: the donor, who is the receiver of the information, and the organization, which

is the source. Our model addresses these considerations by describing optimal levels

of disclosure and donations based on the nonprofit’s level of effectiveness and the

donor’s preferences for publicity and social impact. Before presenting the model, we

first lay out how it builds on existing multidisciplinary research on the motivations

for disclosure and donations.

Motivations for Disclosure

Disclosure is a common topic of communication research. Interpersonal commu-

nication scholars have devoted considerable attention to the issue of self-disclosure

(e.g., Myers & Johnson, 2004; Stefanone & Jang, 2008). In communication and

psychology, such concepts as ‘‘impression management’’ have been used to examine

the uses of interpersonal disclosure (see, for instance, Hancock & Toma, 2009).

However, organizational-level analyses have not been as common. Studies have been

done that attempt to categorize the types of disclosure, such as ‘‘official’’ versus

‘‘unofficial’’ disclosure (Bishop, 2006), and it has been a minor element of various

other studies, including at least one study on ‘‘information adequacy’’ within

organizations (Rosenfeld, Richman, & May, 2004). A handful of studies have begun

to explore disclosure as a key component of organization�public relationships (e.g.,

Huang, 2001), with several either implicitly or explicitly addressing strategic

disclosure in organization�public relations. Notably, Arpan and Roskos-Ewoldsen

(2005) examine ‘‘proactive’’ disclosure during organizational crises, whereas Sweetser

(2010) examines the effects of nondisclosure on public relations.

Collectively, the communication literature*when it does deal with

organizations*strongly implies a strategic aspect to the disclosure of information.

However, it rarely deals with the ‘‘public’’ side of the equation. Only one published

study (Rawlins, 2009) seriously attempts to measure the effects*namely, the public’s
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response*to organizational disclosure. To date, interactive, strategic approaches

have received limited attention in communication research. Still, these studies have

been useful in moving the literature to examine new domains of strategic

organizational communication. In this paper we devote ourselves to moving the

literature down the same path by explicitly incorporating the interactive nature of

communication-related decision-making processes.

Fundraising-specific disclosure and the publicity-maximizing donor. The economics

literature is the primary locus of game-theoretic research on organizational disclosure

(Zhuang & Bier, 2010, 2011). By far the largest group of nonprofit-focused game

theory studies are those that build on Bergstrom et al.’s (1986) groundbreaking study

on the private provision of public goods. Dozens of studies have built on their model

by incorporating the effects of organizational disclosure on donations (Clark, 2002;

Romano & Yildirim, 2001). However, this research has only focused on a certain

domain of disclosure: fundraising disclosure. This refers to the release of details on

the organization’s fundraising campaigns, including the number of potential donors,

contributors’ names, and the amounts they have given. It covers all an-

nouncements*on any medium*related to specific donations or the progress of a

fundraising campaign, such as the naming of buildings, donor names on

commemorative bricks, announcement of donors on a crowdfunding site, a

university’s public recognition of a large donation, or a small organization’s listing

of individual contributions on a website or in an online or printed annual report.

This literature effectively suggests that such disclosures can sway the behavior of

subsequent donors. However, in examining only fundraising disclosures, the

economics-based ‘‘public goods’’ literature has focused on donors whose utility

derives chiefly from publicity and social pressures and praise flowing from

fundraising-related publicity. We extend this research by incorporating additional

motivations for donating.

Motivations for Donating: Organizational Effectiveness and the Impact-Maximizing

Donor

In contrast to the economics literature, the conceptual and empirical literature in

communication, nonprofit studies, accounting, political science, and social work,

among others, has overwhelmingly posited a different motivation*that donors seek

to maximize their impact, which they accomplish by donating to efficient and

effective organizations. Impact-seeking donors could be affected by disclosures about

previous donations, such as seeing higher levels of donations to an organization as an

indirect proxy for organizational quality. Similarly, the donor might take the absence

of disclosure as a signal the organization has something to hide. However, ‘‘impact-

maximizing’’ donors are not so much interested in fundraising disclosure, or who has

already donated and how much, but in the organization’s effectiveness*in how well it

is fulfilling its stated social mission (e.g., Lewis, 2005; Moore, 2000; Saxton & Guo,

2011; Saxton, Neely, & Guo, 2009).
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Marketing and communication research has studied broadly similar issues. For

example, health communication scholars have found messages encouraging ‘‘self-

efficacy’’ among target audiences are an effective means for boosting blood and organ

donations (Anker et al., 2010). In the charitable contributions arena, scholars have

found donation decisions are influenced by organizational performance, impact, and

the perception of benefits (Sargeant, Ford, & West, 2006). These types of factors may

all be directly influenced by the organization’s levels of effectiveness.

However, it is notoriously difficult to develop valid, reliable, and comparable

measures of performance in the nonprofit sector (Parsons, 2003). For this reason,

efficiency ratios are widely used as imperfect proxies for effectiveness. For instance,

organizations are often compared using the program spending ratio, which taps the

proportion of organizational spending devoted to programs as opposed to

fundraising or administration. If one organization devotes only 70% of expenses to

programs whereas another devotes 90%, the latter is more efficient and, generally

speaking, is likely more effective. Accordingly, it is this ratio that is often highlighted

on third-party charity evaluation Web sites such as Charity Navigator or Guidestar

(Gordon et al., 2009).

Weighing in on this issue is a nascent body of empirical research in nonprofit

studies, political science, and accounting on the determinants of charitable giving.

This literature has consistently found that donors are influenced by financial

efficiency ratios (see Parsons, 2003, for an overview), with the few studies that have

examined nonfinancial measures of effectiveness finding mixed evidence (Reck,

2001). Except for Reinhardt (2009), this line of research has not utilized formal game-

theoretic models, nor has it looked at the effects of fundraising disclosures. Instead,

such research has been limited to empirically examining the donor relevance of

broad, widely available measures of organizational efficiency and effectiveness.

Summary of Literature and Theoretical Expectations

Our current understanding of organizational disclosure in the nonprofit context is

not deep. Prior game-theoretic studies have focused on the disclosure of details

related to fundraising campaigns and have emphasized donors with ‘‘publicity-

maximizing’’ utility functions, whereas empirical studies have focused on the effects

of publicly available financial efficiency ratios on individual and aggregate levels of

donations. Furthermore, previous research has not formally modeled the interactions

between organizational disclosures and charitable contributions by donors with

‘‘impact-maximizing’’ utility functions.

Organizational communication studies, meanwhile, have implicitly identified the

strategic decision making that underlies organizational disclosure, but have yet to

formally model the strategic interplay between informational producer and

consumer. In effect, in attempting to understand the donation/disclosure nexus,

existing communication theory has focused on only one side or the other of this

equation. Such an approach can inform our thinking but cannot provide a complete

explanation of this decision-making process. The key to understanding this
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interaction is the recognition that donors will react strategically to disclosure based

on their individual preferences, and that organizations will attempt to incorporate

these donor preferences beforehand into their disclosure decision making. It is in this

sense that the decisions to release information and to donate money are interactive

processes.

In brief, existing game-theoretic and empirical studies in economics and nonprofit

studies have generally ignored one or the other of the two core facets of donor

preferences, and communication studies have not incorporated interactive decision

making into their theoretical models. To help propel the organizational commu-

nication and nonprofit disclosure literatures further, we need an approach that

formalizes the interactive decision making undertaken by the producer and consumer

of organizational information. We need an approach that recognizes certain donors’

desire for publicity. And we need an approach that accounts for donors’ desire to

have a meaningful impact through their charitable contributions. We address these

needs through a game-theoretic account of the disclosure�donations nexus that

connects the two primary forms of donor utility with the organizational release of

information related to fundraising campaigns.

Method

In this paper we employ a formal modeling approach, specifically game theory, as a

theory-building tool. There are two general approaches to game theory studies. For

previously existing game theory models, the known equilibrium solutions can be

tested (or validated) via empirical research or laboratory experiments in order to

compare the theoretical equilibrium strategy with observed behavior (e.g., Carpenter,

Connolly, & Myers, 2008). For new models such as ours, however, the approach

involves formally setting up a game theory model and then solving the model. We

then assess the implications of our model through a series of sensitivity analyses that

show how expected donations and disclosures vary with changes in the model

parameters. Given the novelty of this approach to studying communication-related

issues, in this section we present a brief overview of the nature, benefits, and uses of

game-theoretic approaches to social scientific problems. We then present our analysis

plan. In the subsequent section we present the details of our model, the model

solution, and the sensitivity analyses.

Benefits and Uses of Game Theory

Game theory is a theory of interactive decision making. Game-theoretic approaches

are thus ideally suited to studying situations involving strategic interactions between

social actors (for an overview, see Morrow, 1994; Zagare, 1984). By ‘‘game,’’ game

theorists ‘‘are referring to any social situation involving two or more actors (players)

in which the interests of the players are interconnected or interdependent’’ (Zagare,

1984, p. 7). In specifying a game, the theorist lays out who the key players are, the

choices available to the players, the relationship between choices and consequences,
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and how players evaluate different outcomes. In effect, the theorist elaborates a

formal structure in which players’ interdependent decision making takes place. In

Morrow’s words (1994, p. 1), game theory thus ‘‘provides a way to formalize social

structures and examine the effects of structure on individual decisions.’’ These

‘‘individual’’ decisions can be modeled at any level of analysis; in our case, we focus

on the interactive decision-making processes of organizations and donors.

A primary benefit of a game-theoretic approach is the rigor and precision required

in any formal argument. Assumptions and assertions about the characteristics of a

situation must be formally, mathematically written down, forcing a discipline on our

intuition (Morrow, 1994). Moreover, a game-theoretic model allows one to see

precisely why and how conclusions follow from the assumptions made. In itself, game

theory does not tell us whether a particular theory is an accurate reflection of reality;

instead, it presents a set of precise and testable hypotheses regarding specific

behaviors that are directly inferable from the theory (Morrow, 1994).

Often, this analysis leads to unexpected insights and conclusions that go beyond

initial intuition. As Fink (1993, p. 5) argues, ‘‘[a] mathematical model is capable of

generating surprising, or nonobvious, or fertile implications which shed light on the

theory that generated it, and which wouldn’t be seen without the extension in

reasoning that the mathematics provides.’’ A key goal is that, through this rigorous

and explicit formal modeling, scholars ‘‘generate streams of research that lead to areas

never anticipated by the original work’’ (Morrow, 1994, p. 2).

Analysis Plan

After formally specifying the model, we solve it. The solution will yield two equations,

which describe the equilibrium, or optimal, levels of disclosure and donations,

respectively, given the organization’s and donor’s values for key parameters in the

model (see the Results section for complete details). These solutions to game theory

models are generally referred to as equilibrium solutions, in the sense that neither

player has an incentive to alter his or her behavior*each player’s decision produces

the most favorable outcome for that player, taking into account the other player’s

action.

After finding the equilibrium solution, the implications of the solution will be

explored using a technique known as sensitivity analysis (see, among others, Fiacco &

Ishizuka, 1990). Sensitivity analysis is the process of systematically changing values of

the input (independent) variables in a model to see the effects of those changes on the

output (dependent) variables. In our case, the sensitivity analysis affords a way of

studying how the two key outputs*optimal donations and disclosures*vary in

response to changes in the level of organizational efficiency or donor preferences for

publicity or impact, holding the other model variables constant at some chosen value.

In addition to facilitating an examination of the nature of the relationship between

the independent and dependent variables, sensitivity analyses are key to identifying

unexpected relationships, nonlinear relationships, and minimum and maximum
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values. A key goal is to utilize these analyses to generate unexpected insights and posit

novel hypotheses that can be empirically tested in subsequent research.

The Model

The aim of formal modeling is to capture ‘‘the essence of the problem as simply as

possible’’ (Morrow, 1994, p. 312). Accordingly, to help build a foundation for our

theoretical arguments, we restrict our analysis to the case of one organization, one

donor. Though at first glance simplistic, the goal is to tap into what Fink (1993,

p. 5) calls the ‘‘wonderful paradox’’ of successful mathematical models of theories:

‘‘Great models, generated from apparently simple theories, lead to insights we

would not have without the models.’’ In this way, we make several ‘‘simplifying’’

assumptions in setting up the model. We assume a single-service organization that

relies on donations for a large proportion of its revenues. In line with arguments

made earlier, we maintain that organizations can increase their chances of obtaining

donations by delivering organizational communication strategies that tap into

donors’ ‘‘publicity-maximizing’’ preferences. The organization’s executive director

must decide whether to voluntarily disclose fundraising-related information, such as

who has already donated, how much, and when. The organization seeks to

maximize net charitable contributions (Weisbrod & Dominguez, 1986), and the

release of detailed fundraising campaign information could positively or negatively

impact donations depending on donors’ relative preferences for publicity and

impact.

In effect, there are two key players, one nonprofit organization and one donor,

with the nonprofit organization first deciding whether to disclose or to not

disclose, and the donor then deciding whether to provide funding to the

organization (see Figure 1). We assume the nonprofit moves first because, in

reality, a donor is able to observe an organization’s disclosure effort before making

donations. Players are assumed to be ‘‘rational,’’ or goal-oriented, in that each

player will act in a way that delivers the most preferred outcome from the available

options (Zagare, 1984); and we assume each player knows the general payoffs and

strategies available to the other player. These initial assumptions are all in line with

existing game-theoretic models, such as Axelrod’s (1984) highly influential book

The Evolution of Cooperation, which led to key insights into cooperation using a

simplistic two-player model. These assumptions make the model tractable but still

provide useful insights.

We then define the parameters (variables) of our model as shown in Table 1. At the

heart of the model are two key equations, the utility functions, that summarize the

payoffs for the two players. In line with the goal of maximizing net levels of charitable

contributions, the nonprofit’s utility is a function of the amount of donations it

receives (x) less the costs associated with fundraising disclosure (y), defined as earlier

as announcements related to the progress of a fundraising campaign, such as who has

donated when and how much. In particular, we employ a quadratic form of
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fundraising disclosure costs (y2), which serves to approximate a budget constraint.

The organization’s utility is thus given by,

UN ðx; yÞ ¼ x � y2 (1)

The quadratic term (y2) reflects the assumption that costs increase with the level of

fundraising disclosure. In short, the relationship between fundraising disclosure and

organizational utility is initially positive; however, as disclosure costs continue to

increase, it becomes increasingly harder to earn an additional net dollar in donations,

to the point where the utility derived from disclosure eventually turns negative. In

keeping with the assumption that both players seek to maximize utility, the quadratic

term thus serves as a budget constraint that averts predictions of unrealistically high

levels of disclosure expenditures.

Next, the second mover*the donor*wishes to maximize the societal impact as

well as the amount of personal publicity he or she receives from making the

donation, net of the loss accrued from making the donation. The donor’s utility is

thus modeled as a function of three elements. First, the payoff associated with the

desire to achieve an impact is a product of the donor’s level of donation (x) to the

organization, the level of organizational effectiveness (l), and the donor’s impact

preference (g). In line with the literature reviewed earlier, measures of organizational

efficiency and effectiveness are deemed to be readily available. Second, the payoff

associated with publicity is a product of the donor’s publicity preference (a), the

amount of the donation (x), and the level of fundraising-related disclosure (y). Third,

the cost associated with making the donation is modeled as a function of the

Table 1 Model parameters

Variable Range Description

x ]0 Amount of charitable contributions made by donor
y ]0 Amount of fundraising disclosure made by organization
l 001 Efficiency/effectiveness of the organization
g ]0 Donor’s preference for donating to effective organization
a ��0� Donor’s preference for personal publicity
b ]0 Donor’s preference for retaining money

Figure 1. Sequence of moves for one organization and one donor.
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donation amount (x) and the donor’s ‘‘disutility’’ from giving away money or,

differently put, preference for retaining money (b). Specifically, we assume a

quadratic donation cost (x2) for the donor, which, as in the organization’s case,

approximates a budget constraint. The donor’s utility function is thus given by,

UDðx; yÞ ¼ ckx|{z}
impact

þ axy|{z}
publicity

� bx2|{z}
cost

(2)

As shown in Equation 2, impact, personal publicity, and cost are the three elements

driving the donor’s utility, or overall payoff from the donation decision. This simple,

yet informative model thus captures three key donor preferences, of which previous

game theory models have been missing the first and arguably the most important.

Results

Solution to the Model

The solution to the type of game we have elaborated is known as a Nash equilibrium,

where each player’s decision produces the most favorable outcome for that player,

taking into account the other player’s action (for an overview of the concept, see

Dixit, Skeath, & Reiley, 2009). Each player’s decision is thus what is known as a ‘‘best

response’’ to the other player’s strategy; neither has an incentive to make a unilateral

change in strategy. In our case here, for the organization, the best response (optimal

disclosure) will be the level of disclosure that maximizes the organization’s payoff

(net amount of donations), taking into account the donor’s expected level of

contributions; for the donor, the best response (optimal donations) will be the level

of donations that maximizes his or her overall payoff, taking into account the

observed level of organizational disclosure.

If we let y� be the organization’s equilibrium (optimal) disclosure, and x� be the

donor’s equilibrium (optimal) donation, then as shown in the Appendix, when a ]

0, the Nash equilibrium solution to the model is:

x� ¼ 4bck þ a2

8b2

� �
and y� ¼ a

4b

� �

Thus, the equilibrium solution represents a range of values (also known as a

frontier), where any hypothetical donor’s or organization’s precise value for x� or y�,
respectively, depends on the specific values of the parameters a, b, g, and l.

Sensitivity Analyses

In this section we conduct sensitivity analyses based on the information contained in

these two equations. As noted earlier, sensitivity analysis allows us to isolate the

effects of changes in one variable by holding the other variables in the model constant

at some baseline value. Specifically, the focus is on how the outcome variables*
disclosure and donations*are affected by changes in the other model parameters.
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As shown earlier, optimal disclosure (y�) is a function of donor preferences for

personal publicity (a) and retaining money (b), whereas optimal donations (x�) is a

function of the organization’s level of efficiency/effectiveness (l) as well as donor

preferences for publicity (a), impact (g), and money retention (b). Now, each

organization and donor may have different values, preferences, and characteristics,

which would be reflected in variation in each of these model parameters. In the

analyses that follow we are going to examine the effects of changes in each of these

parameters in turn, holding the other parameters constant. This effectively allows us

to answer such questions as, ‘‘What happens to optimal donations as values of

organizational efficiency vary?’’ Collectively, the sensitivity analyses highlight the key

effects of the independent variables on optimal levels of disclosure and donations.

For ease of exposition, the following analyses consider the measure of effectiveness to

be the ‘‘program-spending ratio,’’ the most well-known measure of organizational

efficiency. Though there are crucial differences between efficiency and effectiveness,

measures of organizational impact are notoriously difficult to develop and, as a result, as

argued earlier, many organizations and donors alike rely instead on widely available

efficiency ratios as an indirect but concrete, readily comparable, and ‘‘reliable’’ indicator

of effectiveness. Specifically, let our empirical proxy for effectiveness (l) be the

organization’s ratio of program expenditures to total expenditures*such that a l value

of 0 indicates a wholly inefficient organization, or one that devotes all of its expenses to

fundraising and administrative expenses and nothing to programs; and a value of 1

indicates a wholly efficient organization, one that devotes all of its expenses to programs.

For instance, a donor conducting a simple Web search would find program-spending

ratios for the tsunami relief-effort organizations listed earlier that range from 41.9% for

Kiwanis International to 99.0% for Americares. There is thus a broad range of efficiency

levels even for reputable organizations such as these. The Charity Navigator site shows

official US 501(c)(3) organizations with program-spending ratios as low as 2.2%, and

scam organizations would typically have 0% program expenses.

Figure 2a shows the sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) and disclosure (y�) to a

change in the donor’s publicity preference (a), holding all other parameters (b, g, l)

equal to 1 (an arbitrary but meaningful value indicating, respectively, positive

preferences for money retention and impact and a high positive level of organiza-

tional efficiency). The figure shows that optimal disclosures increase linearly with the

donor’s publicity preference, whereas optimal donations see a nonlinear (convex)

positive rate of increase with higher levels of a. Figure 2b, in turn, shows the effect on

optimal donations (x�) and disclosure (y�) of changes in the donor’s money-

retention preferences (b). The figure shows that both optimal donations and

disclosures increase sharply at low levels of donor preferences for retaining money.

Both of these results are consistent with expectations from the theoretical economics

literature. They are, however, novel within the context of communication research.

Figure 2c shows the sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to organizational efficiency (l),

with all other parameters set equal to 1. As expected, donations increase with the efficiency

of the organization. These results are consistent with the empirical research on charitable

giving, which has generally found a strong positive linear association between efficiency
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ratios and aggregate, annual levels of charitable contributions (e.g., Jacobs & Marudas,

2009; Tinkelman, 1999). This provides a degree of empirical validation of our model.

More importantly, as shown in Figure 2d, our findings go beyond existing

empirical research to provide novel insights into the disclosure�donations nexus.

Figure 2d shows the sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to the donor’s preference

for impact (g) at three different levels of organizational efficiency (l). The three lines

show a clear monotonic relationship between a donor’s impact preference and the

Figure 2. Optimal donations (x�) and disclosure (y�) as functions of organizational efficiency

(l) and donor’s preferences for impact (g), publicity (a), and retaining money (b). (a) Optimal

donations (x�) and disclosure (y�) as functions of donor’s publicity preference (a), withb�l�
g�1. (b) Optimal donations (x�) and disclosure (y�) as functions of donor’s money-retention

preference (b), with a�l�g�1. (c) Optimal donations (x�) as a function of organizational

efficiency (l), witha�b�g�1. (d) Optimal donations (x�) as a function of donor’s efficiency

preference (g), for various levels of organizational efficiency (l), with a�b�1.
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amount of donations he or she ultimately gives. However, we see important

differences in this relationship at various levels of organizational efficiency (l). For a

hypothetical fully efficient organization (l�1), the rate of increase in donations as a

function of g is higher than for less efficient organizations (l�0.5). At the other

extreme, where l�0, the donor’s preference for maximizing impact (g) does not

come into play at all, with optimal donations (x�) being a horizontal line for all levels

of g.

These findings may help explain the apparent paradox of how even highly

inefficient organizations continue to receive donations. In general, ‘‘inefficient’’

nonprofits are considered to be those below the 75% efficiency level, and relief efforts

often generate ‘‘scam’’ charities that have as little as 0% of donations going toward

spending on programs. Our model predicts, not surprisingly, that such organiza-

tions will receive fewer donations. However, as shown in Figure 2d, our model

suggests all types of donors appear willing to give*at least a small amount*to

charities that are highly inefficient. This holds even for donors with substantial

impact-maximizing preferences (g). The model also shows that, for donors with the

lowest impact preferences, there is very little difference in the amount of donations

given to organizations with different levels of organizational efficiency. The

implication is that, instead of basing the donation decision on the level of

organizational efficiency, such donors will be driven by other preferences, such as

the publicity motive modeled here. Potentially, such donors may be enticed to

donate to inefficient charities through the promise of extensive publicity-related

disclosures.

Collectively, these are fresh insights into disclosure�donations interactions. We

should note that these arguments are at the micro level, at the level of the

individual donor. The theoretical insights generated at this level are one of the

model’s key contributions to the literature. At the same time, we can aggregate

these insights to generate hypotheses at the aggregate level, which will allow us to

make comparisons with the existing ‘‘annual contributions’’ literature that

predominates in accounting and nonprofit studies. For instance, if we were to

take three hypothetical organizations, with efficiency ratios of 0%, 50%, and

100%, respectively, we would essentially have the three lines in Figure 2d as the

representation of the relationship between donors’ impact preferences and levels of

donations. Seen in this light, there is an important theoretical and methodological

implication: The slopes of the three lines are different. Thus, in theoretical terms,

the relationship between impact preferences and donations is conditional on the

level of organizational efficiency; in methodological terms, this suggests the need

for a statistical model that can account for the different slope each organization

might have. Specifically, this suggests a fixed-effects regression model that includes

dummy variables that allow the slope of the impact-preference coefficient to vary

according to the organization’s level of efficiency (for an overview of such an

approach, see Gujarati, 2003). Empirical work should explicitly test for this

differential slope hypothesis.
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Figure 2d suggests other theoretical implications. First, so long as an organization

is minimally efficient, it should target donors with higher impact-maximizing

preferences. The figure shows, for example, that a donor with an impact preference

(g) of 1.0 will give just as much money to an organization with an efficiency ratio (l)

of 50% as will a donor with an impact preference of 0.5 to an organization with an

efficiency ratio of 100%. Overall, the higher the g, the higher the donation. Our

findings suggest that, controlling for the donor’s publicity preference, the level of

impact preference (g) is highly consequential. A key implication is that, though

organizations should ideally be more concerned with boosting their efficiency and

effectiveness, they need also to be concerned with the type of donor they are trying to

attract.

Analysis of ‘‘Pure-Type’’ Donors: Sensitivity Analyses for g�a�1

This last insight suggests that, from the organization’s perspective, there are two key

‘‘ideal types’’ of donors: the impact-maximizer and the publicity-maximizer. To

further explore this intuition, we next conduct a series of analyses with these two

hypothetical pure-type donors placed at opposite ends of a continuum. As argued by

Doty and Glick (1994), such use of ideal types can be a powerful way of building

theory.

The donor’s utility function (Equation 2) includes three terms that relate to the

donor’s preferences for, respectively, impact (associated with g), personal publicity

(associated with a), and personal cost (associated with b). From the organization’s

perspective, the first two coefficients (g and a) are most important, insofar as the

organization itself is able to control its level of efficiency as well as the amount of

publicity it affords its donors. Accordingly, let us now consider the case where,

analogous to what we see in a Cobb-Douglas production function with constant

returns to scale, donors’ preferences for maximizing efficiency and publicity sum up

to 1; i.e., we consider the case where g�a�1. All of the sensitivity analyses that

follow reflect this condition, such that a value of a�1 indicates a pure ‘‘publicity-

maximizing’’ donor and a�0 indicates a pure ‘‘impact-maximizing’’ donor.

Figure 3a shows the sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to donors’ publicity

preferences (a) at three different levels of organizational efficiency (l), with the other

parameters set equal to 1. We see that a pure publicity maximizer (a�1) will donate

the same amount regardless of the organization’s level of efficiency. Such is not the

case for impact maximizers. At the lowest level of efficiency (l�0), a pure impact

maximizer (a�0) will not donate. However, at middle and high levels of efficiency, a

pure impact-maximizer will donate more than a pure publicity-maximizer. The

figure also shows the organization’s gain in donations from greater efficiency

increases dramatically as a decreases. These are novel findings worth testing in an

empirical setting.

Figure 3b, in turn, shows the sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to organizational

efficiency (l) at different levels of donor preferences for publicity (a). The results in

this figure carry several interesting empirical implications. With an efficiency (l)
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value of 0, indicating a likely scam organization, a pure impact-maximizing donor*
one who cares only about the effectiveness of the programs delivered by the

organization*will not make a donation. However, as a increases to any level above

zero, indicating he or she has at least minimal preferences for personal publicity, the

level of donations will be some positive amount. At the extreme, the figure shows that

the pure publicity-maximizing donor (a�1) does not care about the level of

efficiency of the organization*donations are the same regardless of the program

spending ratio. These findings may partially explain the persistence of both ‘‘scam’’

organizations and highly inefficient organizations. So long as an organization can

utilize disclosure to publicize key donors’ contributions, especially those with high

Figure 3. Sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to organizational efficiency (l) and

donor’s preference for publicity (a) and money retention (b), where g�a�1 (a�0

denotes pure ‘‘impact maximizer,’’ a�1 denotes pure ‘‘publicity maximizer’’). (a)

Sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to donor’s publicity preference (a) at different levels

of organizational efficiency (l), with b�1. (b) Sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to

organizational efficiency (l) at different levels of donor’s publicity preference (a), with

b�1. (c) Optimal donations (x�) as a function of donor’s preference for publicity (a)

and money retention (b), where g�a�1, with l�1.
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publicity-preference coefficients, the organization can mitigate the negative effects of

low levels of organizational efficiency. Given the social costs resulting from both

fraudulent and highly inefficient organizations, this is something that deserves

further empirical investigation.

Seen from a different vantage point, let us consider that organizations at the lower

range of organizational efficiency, say l50.2, are ‘‘highly inefficient’’ organizations,

that those in the 0.2BlB0.7 range are ‘‘moderately inefficient’’ organizations, and

that those with l�0.8 are ‘‘highly efficient’’ organizations. Figure 3b suggests there

are starkly different payoffs from targeting particular types of donors for these three

types of organizations. ‘‘Highly inefficient’’ (or worse, scam) organizations have an

incentive to target the pure publicity-maximizers. In contrast, for the ‘‘moderately

inefficient’’ organizations in the middle of the x-axis (e.g., Kiwanis International,

with l�0.42), there are not large differences in the donation given by a pure

publicity maximizer (a�1) or a donor with mixed preferences (a�0.5), with a

somewhat larger amount granted by a pure impact maximizer (a�0). This suggests

it is not as critical for these organizations to carefully target a specific type of donor.

Such is not the case for ‘‘highly efficient’’ organizations such as Americares (l�
0.99): As can be seen in the considerable differences in donation amount given by

donors with varying levels of a, targeting the ‘‘right’’ type of donor is a critical

organizational decision. Such organizations would generally benefit from courting

impact rather than publicity maximizers.

Last, Figure 3c shows the sensitivity of optimal donations (x�) to donors’ publicity-

seeking (a) and money-retention (b) preferences, with organizational efficiency (l)

set equal to 1. One interesting feature that this three-dimensional graph shows, where

a�1 indicates a pure publicity-maximizer and a�0 indicates a pure impact-

maximizer, is that donations are higher for the ‘‘pure’’ types of donors than they are

for donors with ‘‘mixed’’ preferences for impact and publicity. Organizations may

thus be able to maximize donations by implementing substantial disclosure policies

targeted at donors with strong publicity preferences while striving to boost efficiency

and effectiveness for the impact-maximizing donors.

Discussion and Conclusions

In formally modeling the strategic and interactive nature of organizational

communication, our model clarifies the nature of disclosure�donation interactions

in a way that carries theoretical and practical insights for organizations, donors, and

communication scholars alike. This parsimonious, yet informative, model considers

three core donor preferences: impact, publicity, and cost. Prior game-theoretic

models have not accounted for the desire for impact, and the empirical literature has

generally not considered the desire for publicity. Our model makes a strong case for

considering the joint impact of these key preferences in future research.

Communication scholars would in particular benefit from greater use of formal

theories of the interconnectedness of donor preferences and organizational

transparency. What types of insight might we gain from such an approach? For
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one thing, our model suggests that, when it comes to disclosure, more is not

necessarily better. Though there is a strong positive association between disclosure

and donations, it is not a one-to-one relationship. There is instead an ‘‘optimal level’’

of disclosure that depends on the interrelated decisions made by the producer and the

consumer of the information.

The study effectively delivers three levels of theoretical insights: (1) findings that

are expected and conform with existing literature but are extended by our analyses;

(2) findings that are not unexpected, but are not found in the current literature; and

3) novel insights, those that are unexpected and not in the current literature. In the

first category are such findings as a linear relationship between organizational

efficiency and equilibrium levels of donations. In the second category are such

findings as the importance of publicity-seeking preferences in determining donation

amounts*something not discussed in the communication literature*and the

finding that equilibrium levels of disclosure are not sensitive to levels of

organizational efficiency. And in the third category are such findings as a curvilinear

relationship between publicity preferences and donations, a relationship between

impact preferences and donations that is conditional on the level of organizational

efficiency, and various other insights that flow from the ‘‘ideal type’’ analyses that

focused on two pure-type donors: impact maximizers and publicity maximizers.

Our study thus reflects the theory-building potential of ideal-type analyses (Doty

& Glick, 1994). Through such analysis, we are able to further specify the relationship

between donors’ desire for impact and donations. Prior empirical literature,

employing annually aggregated donations data (see Parsons, 2003, for a review),

has posited a blunt relationship equivalent to ‘‘donations are positively related to

organizational efficiency.’’ Our model clarifies the nature of this relationship in at

least two key ways. First, it goes beyond existing empirical research by adding a

micro-level theoretical explanation for the donor behavior seen in the empirical

literature’s annually aggregated relationships; our model effectively suggests the

theoretical intuition at the individual level. Second, our model posits a more precise

relationship: Donations depend both on the type of donor and the type of

organization; differently put, the variables are related, but they are related differently

for different types of organizations and different types of donors. By aggregating, the

empirical regression-based studies are ‘‘washing away’’ all the nuance. And it is

precisely this type of nuance that our game-theoretic model provides.

We believe the approach taken in this paper would yield benefits for interpersonal

and organizational communication scholars interested in a wide range of phenomena

related to prosocial behavior, individual and organizational disclosure, attitude�
behavior relationships, or the effects of institutional messages. The fact is, decision

making is important in many areas of communication. Typically, these domains have

multiple decision-makers*with a mix of common and conflicting objectives*whose

individual decisions impact the others’ payoffs. Game-theoretic applications are

ideally designed to examine such decisions, whether they occur in fundraising

campaigns, political campaigns, marketing campaigns, online dating, public relations,

negotiations, workplace transparency, crisis communications, or doctor�patient
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interactions. We thus encourage communication scholars to take up the call and

develop their own formal models that extend, translate, and challenge our findings.

Practical Applications

In addition to being a descriptive theory, game theory is a normative theory that is

often used as a guide in decision making even before empirical validation. For

instance, purely theoretical (nontested) game-theoretic models were used to design

US government auctions that sold $42 billion worth of access to the wireless

spectrum from 1994 to 2001 (McMillan, 2002). Similarly, Axelrod’s groundbreaking

1984 book The Evolution of Cooperation has engendered numerous practical decision-

making insights even without ‘‘real’’ data.

Our model likewise carries normative implications. Some of the most salient

applications derive from our theoretical emphasis on two ideal-type donors: the

impact maximizer and the publicity maximizer. When seen through the prism of two

ideal-type donors, the manager has a guide for strategically thinking through

communicative decision making. Specifically, our model implies that, after assessing

the organization’s own strengths and weaknesses in the areas of disclosure and

efficiency, the manager should undertake a stakeholder mapping (Kim, Ni, & Sha,

2008) of donor groups according to their preferences for efficiency and publicity. The

reason, as highlighted by our model, is that there are different payoffs to the

organization depending on the preferences of the donor and the characteristics of

the organization.

As suggested earlier in studying Figure 3b, we can think of there being three

categories or ‘‘types’’ of organizations*highly inefficient, moderately inefficient, and

highly efficient*that see substantially different payoffs according to whom they target

in their fundraising activities. Notably, ‘‘highly inefficient’’ and scam organizations

(l50.2) have a strong incentive to target pure publicity-maximizers, ‘‘moderately

inefficient’’ organizations (0.2BlB0.7) will do fine targeting any type of donor, and

‘‘highly efficient’’ organizations (l�0.8) have a strong incentive to target impact

maximizers. The lesson: Targeting the ‘‘right’’ donor for your organization is a critical

managerial decision.

In short, our model clarifies the nature of disclosure�donation interactions.

Organizations now have a framework for matching their organizational type (low,

medium, or high efficiency) with the type of donor (impact-maximizer or publicity-

maximizer) they want to or should be marketing to. Through this framework,

moreover, organizations can gain a sense of the tradeoffs involved with different

strategic communication choices.

Our model thus provides insights into new ways for organizations to approach

decision making and their relationships with different categories of donors. Though we

do not know the exact proportions of donors who are publicity-seekers, there is ample

evidence that many donors do want publicity*examples highlighting such demand

include the growing number of social media-based crowdfunding sites such as

Kickstarter, GoFundMe, or Kiva, where each donation is publicized and few donors
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choose to be anonymous. And from the empirical accounting and nonprofit studies

literatures there is strong evidence of donors’ desire to have an impact. Our model

provides practical insights into organizations’ efforts to communicate with such donors.

The game-theoretic approach used here is thus highly useful for capturing the basic

forces at play in any given strategic situation. In forcing the manager to ‘‘visualize and

anticipate’’ the other actors’ moves, it also facilitates cooperation, inasmuch as the

manager employing the model will better understand stakeholders’ motivations. In

short, the model advances general principles (Dixit et al., 2009) that foster learning

around why things happen and provide ‘‘a ready reference point’’ (p. 5) for

application in new areas of organization�stakeholder interaction.

Example: Applications for Crowdfunding Sites

To shed light on some of the most salient practical applications, we will briefly explore

the actionable ramifications for crowdfunding sites such as GoFundMe (www.gofundme.

com), Crowdrise (www.crowdrise.com), Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.com), and

Facebook Causes, among others. In many respects, such sites are practically designed

for the publicity-seeking donor*they are often plugged into Facebook, which allows

donors’ ‘‘friends’’ to see the donation activity in their feeds. Salient design features

highlight recent donations, ‘‘friends’’ of the cause/organization, and other such

publicity and social features. As a result, such sites seem to be made with the social

publicity-seeker in mind*they typically have little ‘‘impact’’ information. As a result,

the designers of such systems may (inadvertently or not) be working against the

interests of donors with no publicity-seeking preferences. Moreover, they better serve

the purposes of ‘‘splashy,’’ publicity-yielding projects and causes as opposed to less-

exciting, more long-term but potentially more impactful programs and charities.

One product of the rapid, publicity-seeking crowdfunding model is the possibility

of scams, such as those that have recently affected Kickstarter. Notably, our model

would predict such scams in identifying conditions where publicity-seeking donors

are susceptible to malfeasance. The model also leads to the conclusion that

organizations and regulators alike need to develop mechanisms to avert the

possibility of widespread scams.

Building on our earlier recommendations about considering the interests of two

ideal-type donors, it becomes apparent that these crowdfunding sites are not serving

the interests of impact-maximizing donors. Such donors have the choice only of

receiving a public acknowledgement or of making the donation anonymously. This

opt-out approach to fundraising disclosure is better than nothing, but it does not

help impact-maximizing donors learn what they are most interested in: The extent to

which their donation will change lives for the better. Crowdfunding sites should

therefore seek to overcome the dearth of impact and efficiency information that is

currently available on these sites.

We should note that a manager employing our model as a decision-making tool

would only exclude such donors by design; otherwise, the manager would map the

interests of both groups, and see that the site is not meeting the interests of impact-
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maximizing donors. The model also serves to sensitize donors on these sites to the

possibility of ‘‘cheap talk’’ and manipulative fundraising disclosure. For the donor,

insights derive from asking ‘‘What is most important to me?,’’ studying the disclosure

and efficiency characteristics of a set of nonprofits, and then basing donation decisions

on the resultant analyses. By viewing donation�disclosure interactions as a game of

strategy, donors stand a better chance of greater satisfaction, of finding synergy with

like-minded organizations, and of being safeguarded against potential manipulation.

More generally, organizations*and organizational communication scholars*
need to explicitly consider the characteristics of the recipients of organizational

messages, and how these characteristics in turn influence organizational decision

making. This is an aspect that has been generally underexamined in the commu-

nication literature. Though organizational communication scholars have brought us

far, the inclusion of strategic decision-making and target audience preferences in the

literature would deliver even further insights into the determinants and outcomes of

organizational disclosure.
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Appendix: Proof of Equilibrium Solution

With sequential-move games, the solution is based on the concept of subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium (SPNE), a subset of the classic Nash equilibrium concept. SPNE solutions are found

using the method of backward induction (Dixit et al., 2009). Here we provide the solution for a ]0.

There is also a solution for aB0 that is less interesting from a theoretical perspective and is thus not

shown (available upon request).

Definition 1

We call a pair (x�, y�) a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE) for our model if and only if the

following two conditions hold:

x� ¼ x̂ y�ð Þ ¼ arg max UD ðx, yÞ
x (3)

y� ¼ arg max UN ðx̂ yð Þ, yÞ
y (4)
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Solution

We can now solve for the equilibrium (x�, y�) as defined in Definition 1. The donor moves

second, so we first take the derivative of the donor’s maximization problem as shown earlier,

UD(x, y)�glx�axy�bx2, and solve for the donor’s best response, x̂ðyÞ:

dUDðx, yÞ
dx

¼ ck þ ay � 2bx ¼ 0 ) x̂ðyÞ ¼ ck þ ay

2b
(5)

where the second order condition holds because
d2UDðx, yÞ

dx2 ¼ �2bB0. Now, we substitute the donor’s

best response function x̂ ðyÞ into the organization’s (first-mover’s) utility function:

UN ðx̂ðyÞ, yÞ ¼ ck þ ay

2b
� y2 (6)

Differentiation provides

dUN

dy
¼ a

2b
� 2y ¼ 0 ) y� ¼ a

4b
(7)

where the second order condition holds because d2UN ðx, yÞ
dy2 ¼ �2B0. We then substitute this value

for y� into the donor’s best response function x̂ðyÞ as noted earlier:

x� ¼ x̂ðy�Þ ¼ ck þ ay�

2b
¼

ck þ a a
4b

� �
2b

¼ 4bck þ a2

8b2
(8)

In summary, the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is the following:

x�, y�ð Þ ¼ 4bck þ a2

8b2
,

a

4b

� �
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